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Abstract: The purpose of this research paper is to explore Six Sigma in Service Sector Specially in Banking 

Process. Six Sigma is avery powerful toolas to reduce waste and enhance the service process.Though its 

benefits  are limited in service sector rather than manufacturing process. Six sigma deployed in Service 

sector based on valued and non valued added process. Six sigma can be used in service sector such as 

banking and health care. This research paper focuses on key performance indicator of six sigma in various 

stages to cover wide range of Service process specially in Vidharbha region.. 

Design/Methodology/Approach: The tactic  is to create the practical experience and research conducted by 

the author on six sigma in banking process. Further analysis shows the changeling in implementing Six 

Sigma in banking by using primary as well as secondary data. 

Finding: Here a ne w approach has been developed to reach the six  sigma level so that customer will be 

satisfied. DMAICM is the new approach of Six sigma methods the leading new phase and its affection and 

reality will be described by using primary as well as secondary data. 

Practical Implication: This research paper is  used for academic who are really interested in six sigma 

process. This paper provide a new concept past, present and future of Six sigma in Service sector. Further 

this paper express the new approach on systemic ways for implementing the process in service sector. 

Key words: Six Sigma, Implementation of Six sigma in Banking, DMAICM process, Banking Process and 

Continuous improvement. 

 

1. Birth of Six Sigma and Introduction:  

 Six Sigma is the business management strategy or process improvement approach pioneered in the 

1980 by Motorola to reduce manufacturing errors. Later in the mid-Nineties it was adopted by General 

electric and Allied Signal. Now finding its ways into non manufacturing profession like banking sector, 

health care, service sector, real estate etc. 

 The goal of six sigma is to eliminate or at the very least, minimize the number of errors in a process. 

The term sigma has not been used much in ordinary conversation. At most people are aware, the lower case 
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Greek letter sigma ‘σ’ is used to signify standard deviation. SD is a statistical way to describe how much 

variation exists in a set of data, a group of items, or a process. 

 Six sigma is the philosophy, a measure, and a methodology that provides business with the perspective 

and the tools needed to achieve high level of performance for both product and service offering. The 

philosophy of six sigma involve two aspects one is statistical, other is business strategy, from the statistical 

point of view, the focus is on defect per million opportunities(DMPO), and the standard of performance is 

3.4 DPMO or 99.9996% error free work. 

           From the business point of view, six sigma is the disciplined method of using extremely rigorous data 

gathering and statistical analysis to pin point source of errors and ways of elimination them. The two key 

methodologies used in six sigma are DMAIC stands for Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve and Control 

and the second is DMADV stands for Define, Measure, Analyze, Design, verify. DMAIC is used when 

improving an existing product or process where as DMADV is employed when developing a new product or 

process. 

          Six sigma is a powerful quality process used in finance industry. Many financial institutions use six 

sigma methodology for improving the accuracy of allocation of cash to reduce bank charges, automatic 

payment, accuracy of reporting, reducing documentary credits defects, reducingcheque collection defects 

and reducing variation in collector performance. Many banks have attained the greater performance goals 

after implementing Six sigma. 

Jiju Antony 2004 [10] stated that Six Sigma process was pioneered by Bill Smith at Motorola in 1986. It is 

evident that Bill Smith did not really invent [10 ]. Six Sigma in the year 1980s; rather he applied 

methodologies that had been available since in 1920s developed by luminaries like Shewhart, Deming, 

Juran, Ishikawa, Taguchi, and Shainin. All tools used in Six Sigma programs are actually a subset of the 

Quality Engineering Discipline.  

1.2 Definition :-  Six Sigma 

(Sunil Desale, S V Deodhar  2013)[19]define that it is the  quality system as collective plans, activities, and 

events designed to ensure that the products, processes, and services satisfy customer needs. In short, Six 

Sigma is a customer-focused approach to business that provides an overall framework for quality 

management. 

1.3 Six Sigma has two major methodologies. 

 Paul Purnendu et al. June 2011[17] illustrated two methods that are DMAIC and DMADV. DMAIC is used 

to improve an existing business process and DMADV is used to create new product designs or process 

designs in such a way that it results in a more predictable, nature defect free performance [52]. 

i) DMAIC 

D- Define, M- Measure, A- Analyze, I- Improve, C- Control 

ii) DMADV 

 

DMAIC :-   DMAIC is based on original PDCA Plan Do Check Act cycle. However, DMIAC is used for 

application of both efforts - improvement of processes and design/redesign of processes.  
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"DMAIC projects  

2. Literature Review: Past Stage 

 Some literature on quality management and improvement philosophy are specially designed to improve 

quality of product in manufacturing unit. However the key principal of quality management could be 

implemented successfully in the service sector, banking sector, financial sector etc. such quality issues can 

be better dealt with quality improvement techniques.AverbaukhE[2] indicated that six sigma has the 

potential to produce better result in financial sector. In this research we desire to briefly compare the 

manufacturing and service application of six sigma. In service sector,  

measurement is often an overlooked area and therefore improvement quality is not ad equality addressed by 

many service oriented business.Brewer P &eighmeJ[3], that it is just as well suited to be applied in the 

service industry. The concept of service goes back to 1950,s there is still no proper definition of service.  

Service as being rendered and experienced. The most widely used definition is the one based on the 

characteristics of intangibility, heterogeneity, inseparability and perish ability. This fact is mirrored in 

numerous attempts to establish a unique definition (Gagger. F & Gentile, E 2008) [7]. Six sigma can either 

be implemented as a company wise strategy based on a management driven top- down approach( Kwale Y h 

&Anhari frank 2006 ) [12] or as an process oriented improvement methodology( Antony,J. and Banuelas,R 

2001)[1]. Although six sigma was mainly developed in manufacturing industries, the concept enters in the 

service sector  

                             Six sigma is the quality techniques developed and introduced by Bill smith at Motorola in 

1986, to identify and eliminate defects in a manufacturing process. As the company winning the Malcolm 

Baldrige  award two years later i.e. 1989. Many of the company have implemented the six sigma project. 

The list of organization that have embraced the practice include, General electric, Honey well,3M, Air 

Canada, caterpillar, Dell, EMC. Lockheed Martin, DHL, Samsung groups, Siemens’,  AG, and many others. 

The analytic technique of six sigma is based on statistical methods and techniques to identify the problems 

and sources of error, and ultimately to design a solution that will eliminate the errors. 

 

3. Review of Literature: Banking 

The methods, tools and techniques of Six Sigma strategy which have greater impact on quality 

improvements and performance in various Banking Industries are described, Lixia Wang 2011 [13]. The 

study examines the gainful effects of the knowledge management and also gives a critical analysis of the 

impact of Six Sigma on banking performance and customer service. The study describes that the quality 

assurance practice, like Six Sigma with knowledge management can be more effective strategy of banking 

sector in China. 

The diffusion of cross functional process improvement team is used in a multinational bank of Six Sigma 

program. The study was carried out in three major banks namely consumer, corporate, and private bank 

within US, David Strang and don-II Jung 2009 [5]. Cox partial like hood method has been used to analysis 
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the data which removes the common temporal variation and shows the relationship between business and 

unit characteristic and the rate of quality team formation.  

Here, it means that if you want to improve quality of processes and to achieve to best process which 

operates without an error. For process improvement it has been decided to use Six Sigma philosophy and 

DMAIC model. It can also help to improve the service processes. Here,  different types of method can be 

used such as SIPOC, CTQ, Tolerance Limit, control charts etc to improve the service in banking sector, 

Vojislav Stoiljkovic, PedjaMilosavljevic and SasaRandjelovic July 2010 [20]. 

GregorZellner, Susanne Leist, et al.2012 [8] focuses on the selection of critical processes for a Six Sigma 

project in teaching case. It presents an approach established during the prototypical implementation of Six 

Sigma at an automotive bank and individual steps of the selection process are closely determined. By 

Analytical Hierarchy Process a tree if formed and the relation between core competence and critical process 

has been determined. The success factors appear as sub goals in the AHP tree. 

The impact of service quality variables  is examined on each multidimensional model of customer  

behavioral intentions is analyzed through  multiple regression analysis, Dr. K. Ravichandran , Ms. 

K.Bhargavi, Mr. S. Arun Kumar Nov 2010 [6]. More over the result of the t-test conforms that partial 

regression coefficient are highly significant and Multiple R shows that there exist relationship between 

Attitudinal loyalty s and service quality variables like convenient operating hours of bank, modern looking 

equipments, delivering error free records and employees giving personal attention where the dominant 

variables that increase the attitudinal loyalty among customers of public retail banks. 

 

The process described the different ways to get the customers satisfaction. The discussion indicates that 

customer satisfaction vary according to the nature of service, Salman Khalid 

MuzaffarAbbasBabakMahmood  Shabbir Hussain Nov 2011 [18]. In this case, the highest customer 

satisfaction is demonstrated in the responsiveness area such as willingness to help customer, friendly 

attitude of staff, customer guidance, and customer support. The study perceives highest satisfaction in the 

responsive area and lowest in tangible area. So it is necessary that bank manager redesign their service 

quality and their strategies about customer satisfaction. 

One Bank Strategy for Growth through Six Sigma by Janet Jacobsen Sept 2008 [9] described the four 

phases of Six Sigma. First phase is improvement team, which eliminate the process and product variations. 

Second phase focusing on fixing process for new account opening, e-statement and on line banking 

processes quickly fallowed. Once the concept of continuous improvement was securely rooted in the bank’s 

culture and required data points were in place, the employ shifted to phase three and now continue to use 

Six Sigma successfully to keep the financial institution lean and strong 
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3. Present stage 

In current or present state, the todays aspect of six sigma includes for service sector such as Banking, Health  

Care, Hospitals, LIC and  Libraries. 

3.1 Six Sigma in banking 

This chapter includes the concept of DFFS which has been described. It also synthesizes the literature of 

CSF, CTQ and KPI. The banking sectors are so significant in rapidly changing scientific world. Man as a 

customer expects quick facilities from banks existed in the world. That is why to measure the performance 

of the banking process an improved version of DMAIC is developed that is DMAICM. It is prominently 

expected that the banking service should provide a good quality of service to meet the customer expectation. 

When the process is under control, its performance can be verified and maintained by feedback of the 

customers.  Customer satisfaction data has been collected by sample survey from various banks of three 

places which is applied to SQC. 

3.2 Maintain 

To meet customer satisfaction this improved method (DMAICM) plays an important role that reflects the 

financial benefits to banking sector. In this method all the six phases plays vital role collectively. So, it is 

necessary to maintain the standard of level of each and every phase so that it will be execute in increasing 

rate. So, to keep in control it is necessary to maintain all the phases under control by taking feedback of 

customer in every month, and the views of employees what so ever required to change are considered to 

make it possible to meet the customer requirement. Only feedback of customer will maintain the process. 

The bank would develop its internal process of working when customers actually take part in the banking 

process. Their suggestion, opinion and feedback appear helpful to upgrade the banking functions. They are 

also remarkable for fast transaction process. 

3.3 Six sigma in Library 

The Six Sigma is such a process that gives extra benefits to information Technology Infrastructure Library 

(ITIL) and it helps to give best practice in organizations for  service delivery by a quality process which 

ensures its successful implementation, Mohammad Aazadnia and  Mehdi Fasanghari 2016 [16]. In 

particular, its business orientation will ensure that service improvement activities are focused on dealing 

those services that impact the customer. As a result, the impact that ITIL has on the business overall will be 

greater. It came to know that , ITIL and Six Sigma appear to be mutually exclusive. It is stated that Six 

Sigma and ITIL are highly complementary and its combination can be usedmore effectively to improve 

business processes. The most important point  for combining the Six Sigma and ITIL to  get the best 

service in the Six Sigma and ITIL Process are  optimization, continuous improvement, measuring quality of 

service and process improvement, and maximizing the payback of Information Technology organizations 

with finding the best services.  

Six Sigma is widely used for manufacturing as well as service sector also. Though it is less applied in 

Indian libraries process so it would not be justifiable to say that this process in not applicable in libraries. 
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The past case studies produce good results. However, implementation of six sigma by experts is a big 

necessity (Pawan R Agrawal 2012) [21]. 

Six Sigma is an integrative management strategy with total quality control that uses statistic measure called 

'sigma' to evaluate all the quality levels quantitatively under the strong leadership of CEO, provides efficient 

quality control environment including problem-solving process and professional training, and promotes 

quality innovation and customer satisfaction. It evaluates process, determines priority of the quality 

improvement activities and efficiently controls the process according to the priority. Libraries in the process 

of applying Six Sigma must perceive the factor that satisfies users as an ideal quality and try to find key 

factors that affect quality from users' point of view. Moreover, libraries are made to collect objective and 

reliable data and employ methods of statistic analysis in order to gather data and information within the 

organization and use them for decision-making. As a characteristic of library service, however, there are 

generally distributed factors which are impossible to control or hard to quantify. Therefore, it is necessary to 

consider the respect that it is difficult to define problems of the current service and users' complaints. 

Accordingly, in drawing and implementing improvement plans, it is needed to separately prepare a process 

modeling for the field of library management, which is different from general manufacturing. In this study, 

Six Sigma theory is used in order to review various aspects of library management, conduct evaluation and 

find a service process necessary for improvement to raise customer satisfaction. In addition, it suggests what 

should be done in the future in association with strategies and visions for library management ( 

DChinnadurai 2014) [4]. 

Here in Library Sixsigmahelps to improve the execution process witch helps to make satisfaction. It is 

helpfulfor better management to execute the library service which make library user satisfaction. As per the 

need and requirement of library Six sigma methodology is beneficial but it require skill anfd knowledge to 

implement the Six Sigma Process ( Mahesh M Kadhe. etal  2014)[15]. 

3.4 Six Sigma in LIC  

In summary, our findings show that large companies face many obstacles Overcome to achieve 

modernization and stay competitive; it is possible adapting them without weakening their original strength. 

However, as our case study this makes it clear that there is no out-of-the-box way to meet the challenges of 

this endeavor. Inevitably poses. Each company must carefully analyze its prior situation One can think of 

what ideas and tools can be useful from which point of view Combine to achieve his goals and stay ahead of 

the competition.(Kai Sandner1 etal. 2020) [11]. 

4. Future of Six Sigma 

The world is growing so fast and there appears a lot of newest achievements and exercises in the world. The 

year 1987 became so important for having introduced Six Sigma by Motorola. Today Six Sigma proves to 

be application that is more successful. As a result quality is undoubtedly improved. Both Government and 

private sectors are effectively making a use of six Sigma in their routine work. It has minimized delivery 

times and strengthened the better relationships with its customers. The inclination of customers towards 

organizations has been positively enhanced. Customer satisfaction has been really increased. The outgrowth 

of six Sigma has become the chief assets of many people in the world. Six Sigma has been hugely used by 

all kinds of organizations like public health services, government organizations, banking sectors, non-

government organizations, education, Post office, Library Science etc. The applications of Six Sigma would 

be usedtill the human wants grow and   opportunities will be created. 
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4.1 Recommendation 

For implementation of Six Sigma principle in Vidharbha region especially in nationalized banking, industry 

the following point should be strictly considerable. 

1) Staff training should be organized with the customer once in a year and be updating time to time with 

new technology in banking industry. 

2) Providing good network system to avoid inconsistency in work process and performance. 

3) Service quality should be monitored by customer feedback, which represents satisfaction level. 

4) Banking service must be paperless and eco-friendly for that new technological concept  

must be adopted to reduce the processing time. 

5) Six Sigma is a flexible and changed driven phenomenon, which is not rigid to approach the  service 

quality in banking sector. 

6) Steps wise processing time should be allotted to loan process.  

7) Attractive Scheme must be launched to attract the customer so that banking business will be flourished. 

Conclusion: The work continuous improvement to prove context in Vidharbha region on  future will be. 

Here it is observed that critical thinking, commitment of top management, employees view to make 

improvement will improve the services and helps to give strength to organizations. In every sphere, Six 

sigma process and method is applicable but one of the most important limitations is of collection of  

data.This is the new approach DMAICM to Six Sigma Method considering service process and process 

capability which will be very effective to maintain the standard. 
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